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SUMMARY

Practice – Judgment and orders – Summary judgement – no appearance on 

behalf of the respondent - in such circumstances apposite that the court ‘attend to 

the  applicants submissions’  but  also to  ‘take  cognisance of  the  contents  of  the 

affidavit’ filed on behalf of respondent in terms of rule 32 (3) (b)–

Practice – Judgment and orders – Summary judgement – no appearance on 

behalf of the respondent - appearance of the respendent, in person irrelevant to the 

consideration of the application as a whole on the papers, which served before the  

court and to which regard should be had – 



Practice – Judgment and orders – Summary judgement – no appearance on 

behalf of the respondent -rule 32 does not require an appearance on behalf of any  

respondent who has filed an opposing affidavit

Practice – Judgment and orders – Summary judgement –  Provisions of High 

Court  Rule  32(4)  providing  - “No  evidence  may  be  adduced  by  the  plaintiff  

otherwise  than by  the  affidavit  referred  to  in  sub-rule  (2)  …” – plaintiff  making  

application seeking leave to  file  a  further  affidavit  to  rebut  allegations made by  

respondent in an affidavit filed in terms of rule 32(3)(b)- such application made in  

terms of rule 27(3) and on basis that court exercise its inherent jurisdiction -      

Practice – Judgment and orders – Summary judgement – applicants seeking to  

utilise  the  mechanisms  created  by  rule  27(3)  -  to  enable  the  court  to  take  

cognisance  of  further  evidential  material  not  ‘properly  before  the  court  -  such  

material to become admissible, through condonation, for purposes of showing that -  

what the respondent had stated in his affidavit – ‘was completely untrue’ – and for  

purposes of the adjudication of the pending summary judgment application -

Practice –  Judgment  and  orders  –  Summary  judgement  - plaintiff  making 

application seeking leave to  file  a  further  affidavit  to  rebut  allegations made by  

respondent in an affidavit filed in terms of rule 32(3)(b)- such application made in  

terms of rule 27(3) - sub-rule 27(3) expressly empowering the court to condone any  

non-compliance with the rules – sub-rule not confined to non-compliances with time  

limits set by rules - rule 27(3) – could - in principle - constitute a mechanism to  

overcome the hurdle posed by Rule 32(4) - the wide powers of the court –conferred  

by rule 27(3) - to condone non-compliances with its own rules - however subject to  

the requirement, and safeguard, that ‘good cause’ must be shown -

Practice – Judgment  and orders – Summary judgement  –  plaintiff  failing  to  

show ‘good cause’ in circumstances of the matter  for  the filing of  an additional  

affidavit on any exceptional basis
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Practice – Judgment and orders – Summary judgement – plaintiff seeking leave 

to file further affidavit in summary judgement proceedings – for the self-admitted  

purpose – to rebut the respondent’s case only – the granting of such relief would be  

tantamount to afford the applicants a right – which is not conferred by Rule 32(4) –  

applicants  having  elected  to  activate  and  utilise  the  summary  judgement  

mechanisms thus electing to bring themselves within the ambit of Rule 32 - to now  

‘want to contract out’ of such dispensation –  not what the framers of the Rule had  

in  mind  when  they  framed  prohibition  contained  in  rule  32(4)  –  in  clear,  

unambiguous terms -  also relevant – and fair – in such circumstances – that a  

respondent – who has brought himself within the ambit of the rules – should be  

entitled to the protection afforded by such rules-

Practice – Judgment and orders – Summary judgement - plaintiff seeking leave 

to  file  further  affidavit  in  summary  judgement  proceedings  on  basis  of  court’s  

inherent  jurisdiction – the  court’s  inherent  jurisdiction  will  only  be  exercised  in  

exceptional  circumstances and only justified if  there is  a lacuna in  the law -  to  

control its own procedure, but also to hold the scales of justice where no specific  

law provides directly for a given situation - will not be exercised ‘ were the Rule of  

Court deals with the situation adequately - if the requirements of justice demand a  

deviation from the ordinary rules of procedure - the court will  always attempt to  

deviate as little as possible from established procedure –

Practice – Judgment and orders – Summary judgement –  court holding that  

situation not exceptional – that there was no lacuna in the applicable procedural  

law – rules  of  court  and procedure  adequately  dealing  with  situation  at  hand - 

scheme created by the rules of court appears to be one that, once a respondent  

has  crossed  that  hurdle  set  by  rule  32(7),  the  summary  judgement  procedure  

should not to be ‘contaminated’ with that which ought to be decided upon at a trial  

itself  -the  wording  of  sub-rule  (4)  is  clear  in  this  regard  - Whether  or  not  the 

respondent has committed perjury - an issue which should be decided at the trial  

itself - no immediate need to regulate an existing procedure in order ‘to hold the  

scales of justice’ - as the applicable law and procedure provide adequately for the  

given situation in due course - 
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Practice – Judgment and orders – Summary judgement –summary judgement  

procedure merely providing for a minimum level of evidence, against which a case  

needs to be decided -summary judgment procedure not geared to the resolution of  

material  disputes and where the admission of a further affidavit onto the record  

would not only set a precedent which would open the proverbial  ‘floodgates’  to  

similar applications, but which would also allow the summary judgment process to  

degenerate into a trial  on paper,  which is not only undesirable, but, for obvious  

reasons,  would  go  against  the  grain  of  the  nature  and  purpose  of  summary  

judgment proceedings – court declining to exercise inherent jurisdiction- 
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